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Abstract 
" , .. ~ 
Although written during the height of the English 
Prote·stant Reformation -by a man ·publicly known as religious-1y 
unorthodox, The Tragical History bf the Life and Death-of 
d Doctor Faustus so fully partakes of the Christian myth that 
it is profitable and logical to view .~he pl~y from a Christian 
vantage point. I believe that Roman Catholicism can be called 
upon to explain the play' s d.ramatic action i:n religious terms 
' 
because Marlowe's presentation of the basic Q_-h_r.t§t_ic9.D doc-
trines .,QJ~ sin., grace, an-d. justification which form the under-
pinnings of his play are ~n full accord w~th the Roman 
Catholic Church's understanding of them. 
The fir,,st major phase of. the play' s religious-d.ramatic 
action shows Faustus turning his back on God through his 
abjuration of the Blessed Trinity and his compact with Lucifer. 
In t.his phase, Faustus commits the same mortal sin., usurpation 
_upon the Deity, as did his father Adam. 
The second major religious phase shows Faustus., already 
fallen from grace, refusing to accept God's aid and tepeatedly 
committing deadly sin. Throughout the·action of the play 
Faustus is called time _and again to repentance through the 
actual grace· _Q:f _g.g_q. · But since the workings of __ a~tual grace 
presuppose an assent to that -grace on man's part, and since 
Faustus, exercising· .. his God-given po.wer of free will, rejects 
such grace, he nev~r feel·~ true contrition for his sins., 
professes belief in Christ and the doctrine of Re_demption, or 
I' S, 
I 
I 
~./ 
• 
J 
" 
• 
• 
repents of his sin. So Faustus never becomes justified in . " 
the eyes of God. 
Inst.ead of cooperating with God's actual grace··· in order 
to ~ave his soul, Faustus repeatedly s~eks refuge and comfort 
from the pangs of conscience in physical pleasure. H~the~eby 
commits the sin of.acedia, spiritual sloth, which predisposes 
him to the sin of final despair, the sin against the Holy 
Spirit, which leaves Faustus bereft of the will to seek heaven 
and, thus, insures his damnation. 
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1 Chapter 1 
Bas·1c·Roma~_Oatholic Religious Tenets Appearing in 
Doctor Faustus 
·, 
t .·. 
The action of Christophe~ Marlowe's rh~ Tragical History 
of the Life "and Death of Doctor., Faustus ia primarily spiritual. (/. 
In fact, the play is really the story of a man's 6hoice be-
tween good and evil, between God and Lucifer, between ,a salvation 
and damnation. Because Doctor Faustus partakes so fully of 
the Christian myth, it would seem only logical to view the 
, play from a Christian vantage point. Several of the Christian 
sects could be called upon to explain the dramatic action of · 
Doctor Faustus in religious terms; that is, to define the 
basic facts or doctrines that seem to underly the actions of 
the main character. 
· It is my belief that ·Roman Catholicism may be called ,l', 
upon to do this service because, although the play was 
written at the height of t,he Protestant Reformation in a 
. -·- .. -country professedly anti-papist by- a-riori...:catholi-c playwright, 
the presentation of the major doctrines of sin, grace, and 
justi~ication which form the religious basis of Doctor 
Faustus are in full acco,rd with Catholic theology. In fact, 
these doctrines were given full consideration. by 'the Catholic 
-
__ .. _C_h11r_Qh ___ at ___ the Council of Trent several years before the play 
was written. 
This world-wide church council was,convened at Trent ft.. " . . 
in the Austrian Tyrol irt 1545 and met from that year lJ,ntil 
3 
,. 
• 
• • 4 
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" 
• 
• 
' 
1563. 
. V 
The professed purpose of the council was twofold: -to ' . . ' 
. 
combat the Protestant Reformation and to reform the disci-,,., 
pline of the Church itself. 
. ~ 
' 
Many important pronouncements, 
, 
including the decrees on OrigM:1.al. sin and justification, 
4-'1 ' 
were drawn up and.ratified by the Church fathers at this 
~ 
religiously and historically significant conclave. 
Since the doctrines of sin;· grace, and justification 
have some parallels and some divergences in Protestant theo~ 
logical thought, it is necessary for the reader to understand 
them as does, the Catholic Church if. he is to_ view Doctor · 
Faustus in a Catholic light. The first doctrine which should 
be examined i~that of sin, original and mortal. 
According to Catholic theology, t.he term original sin 
designates two distinct but related concepts: "a condition 
, ,, 
of guilt, weakness, or debility found in human beings histor-
.. 
' ically (or in which they are personally situated), prior to 
their own free option for good or evil (peccatum ori~inale 
originatum). This is a state of being rather than a human 
nl p 
"the act or consequence. The other concept deals with 
• • of that state: · its cause or source (peccatum origin 
.,.o:ri5inale originans) 112 or what is sometim_es referred to as 
the fall of man or Adam's fall • 
.• ,+e~n " . , -~· ~n order to understand Adam's fall, it is necessary to. 
A know what he fell from. According to Scripture and Catholic 
belief the parents or"·"'·"the human race, Adam_.and Eve, at their 
' . 
creation were endowed by. God w,-ith three particular qualities: 
4 
-· 
' . 
- ' . 
. . 
_ .. "justice, _.-immortal·ity ai:id "integrity. 11 J.ust1·ce 11 here refers . . ·\ . 
. 
. 
' 
. principall.Y to sanctify~·ng grace·, a. supernat.ural gi·ft · of God 
,·, ' 
. 
. 
-
· · "which rais.ed Ad?-m to a- higher state· and a· nobler dignity, 
' 
. . ' 
which put-him into-a r~lationship ·or real friendship·with 
. 
. 
God, in this life, - and gave him· the pledge of eternal hapJfi'-
ness in the closest union with him in the next.'113 (See 
.. 
.. -sanctifying grace below.) 
That our first parents had been granted th~ gift of 
i~ortality can be proven from Sacred Writ. God had com-
. . 
' manded Adam, "Of every tree· of paradise thou shalt eat: but 
. / 
of ·the tree of knowledge of- good ·and evil thou shalt not eat. 
Fot in what day soever th6~ shalt eat _of it,. thou shalt die 
_ the death" '(Genesis ii.16-17). ~ . And after· Adam's fall God 
.. -· 
spoke to him: 11 for· dust thou art and into dust thou· shalt 
\' . 
. ------~---·-- -····-·-··----·-·------·-----·------··-··-----· - --
·-·-- - .. -- '' - . ··-···· ... ····-····· ---- --------------- --
. ·---·--·--··· --·· ··--·-·-···-·· .. ·----- ··-- ......... ________ . . -· --· 
-· I • 
return" (Genesis iii. 19). Therefore·, "had ·A4a.In not sinned· 
-- - ' ( he . would not ·have died; made to be( immortal., he brought 
·-
. . . ' 4 , death· .upon himself as the punishment. of his -sin. 11 . The 
. ' 
. 
. . Co~ncil '·or ·Trent, the mo·st recent o.f Church councils convened 
in. Marlowe's time-, - affirms this· position: · "Adam tp.rough the 
offence of that pr~varicatibn-incur~ed the w~ath and indigna-
... 
. ....... - ,•, . -·· -~ . .. 
. '., .. tion of. God, and thu~ death with which.God had· pfeviously 
threatened him. 11 5. 
-
Another gift which Adam' .. po~sessed t>efore. the fall- was . 
' " . . 
. - : 
\ 
\ 
. 
. tha.t ·of i_ntegrity, that is, the\~"tota.l ~--absence :Of COllCUpis-
. 9', ., i. , 
cence .. n5 Although in 0,ur time the\wOrd .. "co.ncu.piscence'' has. 
. • . . , '", • • • ' . • I . ,. • • ' • , •. 
' 
. ' 
come t6 be associated with desi!'e~ o~~e· flesh,· theologi~ally:·· 
'1 
'• . 
... 
. I' 
"'" ,·· ·-:. 
' 
_I.. . J . • • t . 
• 
II, • 
,.. 
"""''' 
speaking, it has· a wider application. ''It indicates any and 
' 
• every motion or impulse of· the lower, the sensitive and imag.;.. . 
inative, faculties or appet:ites of man's nature that is not 
under the perfe"ct rule and dominion of his. high-er faculties, 
reason and will. 117 Saint Paul pictures the state of concu-
piscence in Romans vii.23 _when he writes: "For I am delight-
ed with the law of God according to the inward man; but I see 
. 
another law in my members, fighting against the law of my 
mind, and captivating me in the law of sin that is in my mem-
bers." In other ·words, any impulse of man's lower nature 
which counters the dictates of his· reason and will is a mani-
festation of concupiscence. That Adam was free from concu-
p·iscence, that he enjoyed the gift· of integrity, is presup-
posed by the · Council of Trent when, in the Decree on Original 
Sin and referring to the above quoted passage from Paul, the 
Church· Fathers stated: "This concupi,scence which the Apostle 
' 
a [Paul] sometimes calls sin, th~ holy council declares the 
Catholic Church· has never understood to be called sin in the 
sense that it is truly and properly sin in those born again, 
but in the sense that it is of. sin and inclines to sin. 118 
" 
Therefore., -,"it follows that before there was sin in Adam 
there.was no concupiscence in him. 11 9 
'·,') 
The condition·enjoyed by Adam and Eve at their creat~on 
was indeed a blissful one. ''They were ·in a state of super-
natural grace, they were free from all concupisOence, and 
they were not subject ,J;o death." lO .. "' . ... . "/ But all this was to 
6 
' . - ' 
If 
(J ' 
\. 
change because of Adam's fall, his sin against God, his 
Creator. 
Two
1 conditions are necessary for a sin against God: a 
' 
.. command given by God, Who, of co~rse, retains the right and 
" authority to command because of His supremacy, and a de:\.iber-,, 
ate and conscious transgression of that command by one who, 
as subject to ao·d, is bound to obey it. Adam's sin fulfilled, 
both conditions. Between Creatpr (God) and creature (Adam) 
<t there existed a covenant whose ·observance by Adam was a ter-
' rible obligation, "for God's will is the highest law, and it 
was his will that Adam should pass from this life -into the ~ # 
' beatific vision; he was, therefore, bound to keep those means 
which God had given him for the attainment of that end, to 
I 
wit,' sanctifying grace and its concomitants." 11 . Adam 1,s break-. 
ing of the covenant was both deliberate and serious. Consider 
his position before the fall. He was lord of the physical 
universe, having all of'__9~r-~9-tion subject to him. Yet .he was -- -- ---- _______________ . __ "' _______ - . --------------------------- ---------, ,.... --- - ' 
not, nor could ever be, supreme.· Adam's yielding to Satan's 
temptation to become as a god is a serious, deliberate, and 
conscious transgression against the Supreme's command. "There 
~ 
is in it no insurgence of concupiscence, no mere simple dis-
obedience to a moral precept, but there is sheer rebellion of 
- -"mind and will aga-inst .. the ultimate supernatural claim's and. 
,,1 
rights of God. 1112 Adam's .eating of the forbidden fruit, 
whether viewed literally or interpretively, is, in reality,. 
an attempt to usurp God's supreme position. By his abortive 
7 
' 
• 
I 
• 
attempt Adam had tried to rise to a heigh·t which, because of 
' the limitations of his human nature, would be·1mpossible for 
him to reach. What he had tried to do was to forsake his ap-
pointed place in the universal scheme to occupy another, 
forbidden position. Medieval and Renaissance philosophers 
and theologians would call such a usurpation a disturbance of 
world order signified by a break in the noreat Chain of 
Beirtg. 1113 
Adam's sin had both immediate and long term effects. 
The Council of Trent chronicles the immediate effects. 
( 
\ 
Adam, when he transgressed the commandment of God in paradise, immediately lost the holiness 
and justice in which he ha~ been constituted 
and through the offense of \that prevarication· incurred the wrath and indignation of God, and 
thus death with which God had previously 
threatened him, and, together with death, 
captivity under his power who thenceforth had the empite of death, that is to say, the devil, and that the entire Adam through that 
offense. of prevaricatio~4was changed in body and soul for the worse. 
Adam, then, by his sin lost the three particular gifts e 
with which he had been·endowed: justice, immortality, and 
· integrity. He became prey for both concupiscence and death,. 
but, most importantly, he lost sanctifying grace, for his 
sin, like any mortal· sin {"essentially an act of the will 
. . . -
-' 
-----:-- ---------··-----·-----·-------· ----- --"'---·~----- ,_ ------------. ---····· ····--------- ------·- -
... which perversely turns away from God, seeking its full satis-
faction and final goo~ elsewher~ 15) is incompatible with the 
presence of sanctifyi·ng grace. In breaking the covenant, in 
attemp·ting to replace God with himself, Adam necessarily 
• 
I 
,. : J 
. I 
placed ~1is will in opposition to God; he perversely, turned 
... 
from God, ·seeking sa,tisfaction elsewhere,· that is, in his 
. 
own being. Sanctifying grace implies a harmony or concord-
ance between man's will and God's. "Adam, therefore, by 
opposing his will t.o God's, deprived himself necessarily of 
,ii this union with and sharing in the divine life which is· 
sanctifying grace. 1116 
:'2 Adam lost justice, ·immortality,-an·d integrity n~t only 
i;:1 
for himselr, but for all his descendants so that every man 
and woman born into the world feels the long term effects of 
our first parents I trespass. · All human beings,· excepting 
Christ and the Virgin Mary, are born deprived of sanctifying 
grace (and, therefore, in a state of sin) and subject to 
death and concupiscence. "This-· condition in which we are 
born is contrary to God's primary intention with regard to 
man, it is a state of privation, and, considered in its 
' totality, is called the state of fallen nature or of original 
',, 
\ 
I 
, sin." 17 The decrees of the Council of Trent were quite expli-
cit concerning man's inheritance of the fallen state: 
• 
,, __ ,_ .. 
,..i-~- -
If anyone asserts· that the transgression of 
Adam injured him alone and not his posterity, 
and that the holiness and justice w'hich he 
received from God, which he lost for himself 
alone and not for us also, or that he,, being . 
· defiled by the sin ·of di~9'b~diE~J19e_, .... _h~s- trans- ~-.···. 
:rerred only death anq. the pains of the body 
into the whole human race, but riot sin also, 
· which is the ,death of the soul, let him be 
anathema sirice he :contradicts the Apostle 
who says: 'By one man sin entered into the 
world and by sin death;-,and so death pai§ed ·;· 
upon all men, in whom a,11 have sinned. ' · 
9 
\. 
. . 
The Council had clearly stated that through Adam's sin, 
,, 
original justice and holiness had.been lost. Also, that the 
condition of original sin is "b,y propagation,· • • • transfer-
~ 
red into a11 · • • • [but] py the grace of Our Lord Jesus 
Christ which is conferred in baptism, the guilt of original 
sin is remiited •••. [however] in the one baptized there 
/ 19 /emains concupiscence or inclination to s·1n. 11 · 
Unlike Luther, who held that man's free will was some-, ' 
how altered,~ and unlike Calvin, who totally denied t~e exist-
1· .. 
ence of free will in man, the Catholic Church ho-lds that in 
no way was man's free will altered by original sin. Just as 
Adam was free to obey or disobey God, his descendants are 
free to-choose good or evil. "Affected though he is by the 
sin of -Adam., man is nevertheless a being possessed o·r the 
capacity for good; he has free will ••• historical man, 
affected by .Adam's sin, is not so corrupted as to be without 
a radical power for choosing good." 20 
Closely associated with the doctrines of original sin J',, 
and free will are those of grace and justification. Adam's 
primary loss· was, of course, sanctifying grace, "a created 
supernatural gift really distinct from God ••• a super-
natural state of being which is infused by God, and which . 
1121 ' permanently adheres to the soul. The Council of Trent 
had called it "God's justice, not by means of which He is 
Himself. just, but by which He makes us just. 1122 In other 
words, sanctifying grace is that quality through which we 
10 
,. 
)' 
~ .. 
share in the very life of God, we are made 11 partakers in His 
divinity. 1123 According to Catholic doctrine, the effects of 
sanctifying grace are several. It sanctifies the soul. 
"Sanctity negatively includes the being free from grievous_ 
sin, and positively, the permanent supernatural attachment 
to God. 1124 It bestows supernatural beauty upon the soul. 
"The Roman Catechism says of Sanctifying Grace: 'Grace is 
• • ... as it were a certain brilliance or light which cleanses ·, 
' 
all stains from our souls and make·s them more beautiful and 
'more brilliant. 11125 Sanctifying grace makes its possessor a 
friend of God, an adopted son of God, and, therefore, an heir 
to heaven. By the presence of sanct_ifying grace an individual 
soul becomes a Temple of the Holy Spirit. Sacred Scripture 
• guarantees the personal indwelling of the Third Person of 
the Trinity to the soul in the state,, of grac·e: 11 Know you 
not that you are the temple of God and that the Spirit of 
God dwelleth in you?"(+ Oorinthia.ns·111.16). Because God is 
unity in trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit, the indwelling 
. 
-
·-of the Holy Spirit positively implies the indwelling of 
Father and Son also. ("If any one love me, he· will keep my 
word. And my Father.will love him; and we.will come to him 
and w:tll m~keo.ur=abode,.,with-him.!'. J.ohn-- xi-v.23)- ·The in--·-····-·-~·- •.. ·-·-·----- .... ·- .. ,-~--.-·-·--- _." .. , ... ------··--·-··- _, __ ...... "'"----------·· 
~ 
dwelling of' God in man is an act of extraordinary ·love "and 
since the Holy Spirit proceeds from,· Father .and Son as their 
mutual Love,· it is ·becoming that the div.ine indwelling and 
all operations of ~-grace should .be attributed to him, .Just as 
11 
J' 
,, 
\ 
... ~,{ ' 
the works of creation are attributed to the Father."26 
At Baptism sanctifying gr~ce is infused into the soul 
and original sin blotted fro.m it. The soul is then said to 
be in the state of justification. {See justlfication below.) 
However, sanctifying grace, the quality by whic~ we are made 
just, may be, and indeed is, lost by the committing of every 
grievous sin. 
In contradiction to Calvin's teaching of the 
absol!te impossibility of losing the state of 
grace, and in contradiction to Luther's teach-' 
ing according to which justice is lost only by 
the sin of unbelief ••• the Council of Trent 
declared that the state of grace is lost, not 
by unbelief alone, but also by every at.her 
grievous sin ••• Venial sin n~ither destroys 
nor lessens the state bf grace. ·r 
One who has ,had the misfortune to commit srievous sin 
can regain sanctifying grace through the process of justifi-
cation. In this process the actual grace of God and the 
free will of man cooperate. It iis always imperative for the 
,faithful to remember that God forgives all trespasses, that 
"there is no sin, and no combination of sins for which he re-
fuses forgiveness." 28 I~aiah makes this concept clear: "If 
your sins be scarlet, they shall be white as snow: and if 
they be re~ as crimson, they shall be whit~ as wool" (1,18). 
To all sinners, even the worst, ''God give~ :3~ffic_~!3n_t __ gr~g~~~----- --~----,-----C---··-~---- · 
•- ''·"'"""""-'""•"• •••- -- ••• •-·•""'-•• -••, •••• o,•,,,,,,, '"--••••• •. • • ••- ••·•••"''O'N--' •-•• .,. • '• • • ••• ••-• ,•• • • •••• ~- -- •••• • •" • • •·• 
to enable them to repent. If not at every moment, at least 
from time to time and when circumstances most require it, he 
offers them his help." 29 
12 
• 
.\. 
- r 
) 
-· This help is primarily actual grace. Unlike sanctirying 
- 1 grace which remains with the soul until it is driven '"out by 
mortal- sin, . actual grace is a trans-lent quality, "a temporary 
supernatural act of God directed toward the spiritual power 
' of Jnan for the purpose of moving him to a salutary act. • • 
. 
. i~~., to activities which are intimately associated with the 
supernatural final objective"30 {final salvation). Actual 
grace is a temporary aid to man's highest facultie~. It 
. 
"intrinsically and directly enlightens the under.standing and 
confirms the w111.n3l Catholic doctrine proclaims that any , 
salutary act necessarily presupposes the actual grace of God. 
Saint John records the words of Christ: "I am the vine; you 
the branches. He that abideth in me, and I in him, the same 
beareth fruit: for wit,hout me you can do nothing0 (v,15). 
Saint Paul asserted that "every salutary thought ••• ' every 
good resolve of the will, ••• and every good work ••• de-
mands the assistance of Divine grace. ,,-32 
Since the turning in faith from sin to grace is a 
salutary-act, it must be initiated by actual grace. As men-
tioned above, God f~eely provides this supernatural aid to 
tne sinner, but since man retains free will, he is able to 
accept or reject it. Although the sinner's initial impulse 
.. toward repentance comes from God, the- final -decision ·1s made 
by man. "In justification, God and man, God's grace and man's 
. 
free will, meet." 33 The Council of Trent which had delivered ~ 
the definitive Catholic statement on justification, had1 1 ' 
13 
·~-
... 
., 
.I 
stated: 
\. 
I.; If anyone says that the free ·will of man, moved 
and awakened by God, in no way cooperates with the awakening call of God by an assent by which 
man disposes and prepares himself to get the grace of justification; and that man cannot· dissent, if he wishes, but like an object with-
out life, he does nothing at all and is merely passive.: let him be anathema.)LI-
· He who cooperates with actual grace can undergo the 
.. 
process of justification, "a passing from the state in which 
man is born a son of the first Adam, to the state of grace 
and adoption as sons of God through the second Adam, Jesus 
Ch,rist our Savior." 35 
Justification, then, is truly the eradication of sin 
from an individual soul and the inner renewal of that soul. 
As has already been shown, the influx of sanctifying grace, 
the formal cause of justification, effects the removal of 
sin and the sanctification of the soul~ The Council of Trent 
~;· had defined the positive and negative effects of justifica-
tion: 
Justification is not only the remission of 
sins, but the sanctification and renovation 
of the interior man through voluntary reception 
of grace and gifts, whereby a man becomes just instead·or unjust and a friend instead.of an 
e:3-~my; .· .that . h~ ma1t6be an heir in the hope of 11.fe everlasting.:> . · 
The Catholic view of justification differs sharply from 
·Reformation ideas. Protestant reformers saw justification I 
14 
'1t! ·,' 
• 
•c 
not as an eradication-, but as an non-imputation (covering up) 
of sin; not as an inner renewal, but as an imputation 
( cloaking) by the Savior's justice. Catholic doctrine denies 
the Reformers' ideas, holding that it would be incompatible 
with God I s truth and sanctity if He should declare a sinner J 
justified if he, in reality, remains sinful. And since the 
state of grace and the state of grievous sin have been· shown 
to be incompatible, the influx of grace necessarily remits 
sin. 
If a sinner heeds the call of God's actual grace he is 
, 
moved to make an act of faith, as faith, according to Trent, 
is "the beginning of human salvation, the basis And root of 
' 
all justice • • • ·for the justification of an adult is not ? 
' 
possible without Faith. 11 37 The act that the sinner makes is 
one of II confess·ional faith," t1',.at is, a firm acceptance of 
divine revelation, particularly of the doctrines of the Re-
demption and forgiveness of sins. By this act the sinner is 
moved to hope in the mercy of God, to love Him, to detest 
sin, to seek the sacrament of forgiveness,· and. to amend his 
sinful ways. Faith accompanied by hope and genuine sorrow 
for sin (differing from Luther's claim of faith alone), initi-
ated by God through actual grace and freely accept·ed. by man 
has then pr~epared the soul for the infusion of sanctifying 
· -- ------- ·· -··· ·· grace, "justifi·c-ation ;--- -- · · 
But those who repeatedly reject God's call to · repentance \ . 
. 
may give in to a sin against hope: despair, "a positive act 
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• 
of will by which man gives up the expectation of s~lvatiori 
.. 
--~ because he considers that, in his own case at any rate, it 
is a ~hing too difficult to be achieved. It does not look 
upon .God as evil, but as a good, though a good whose attain-
.. 
ment is tOo beset with obstacles to be hoped for. 11 38 .Some 
mistake in judgment must precede the act of despair, for the 
soul relinquishes the hope 6f salvation since he thinks it 
unattainable while doctrine asserts that all'men are given 
sufficient graces to gain salvation. Deliberate despair is, 
by its nature, a grave sin since it is the turning away from 
~-
God, the Divine Good, as an object of pursuit. Psychological-
ly, despair is extremely damaging as it leaves the sinner 
bereft of will and motive for recovering from sin. 
For centuries, ·theologians have been interested in the 
causes of despair. Saint Thomas Aquinas, following the. 
teachings of Saint Gregory the Great, sees a_ link between 
despair and the capital sin of sloth (acedia), "the vice of 
one who has no interest in spiritual goods and looks upon 
them· with positive distaste because of the difficulty in-
volved in their pursuits. 11 39 Another of the capital sins, 
lust, which involves man in physical pleasures, prepares him 
for sloth an4, therefore, indirectly for despair; 
A basic understanding of the Catholic views on sin, 
grace, and justification should help the reader t'o see Doctor. 
' . 
Faustus in ·a truly religious light. In fact, as the remain-
"' ing two chapters of my paper will show, the magician's story 
• f 
• 
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can be viewed in two distinct religious phases:. Faustus' 
fall to sin and his failure to rec6ver from it. In the first 
ph~-se, basically acts I and II, Faustus falls from sanctify-
ing grace and is damned to hell through the conscious and 
deliberate act of tu:r;ning his back upon God by his abjura-
tion of the Trinity and his pact with Lucifer. ' He therein 
commits the same mortal sin, usurpatiop upon the Deity, as 
did his father Adam. So, is a very real sense, Faustus, in 
'-
the first phas~ of the dramatic action, re-commits the 
But just as God did not abandon Adam to sin and damna-
tion, He offers Faustus several opportunities for rep~ntance 
and justification through actual grace. In the play's second 
' 
phase., acts III ,to V, Faustus, exercising his free will, re-
peatedly refuses God's grace. Instead, he dedicates himself 
'l 
to a life of luxury and dissipation. Finally, weighed down 
'\> 
by all the seven deadly sins, but' particularly bp spiritual 
( 
sloth, Faustus gives into final despair, the mo~t devastating 
I 
I 
of all sins. \ 
The end of the action's second phase and the death of 
the magician coincide. The overreacher who would escape the 
laws of the world and the spirit firids himself subject to 
both. 
,, 
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.Chapter 2 
The Original Sin of Faustus 
,, 
·The first major religious action of The~ Tragical History 
of the Life. and Death of Doctor Faustus is the magician's 
fall from grace. In the relatively short s_pace of two a.cts, 
Marlowe shows how this child of Adam "swoll'n with cunning 
. . ... 4 
of a self conceit" O in imitation o·r his father turns against 
his God and becomes an ally of Hell. 
Even before the play' s opening s·cene, the chorus reveals 
• IC 
the reason for the damnation o·f Faustus. He·prefers "cursed· 
necromancy" (25) and all the.earthly delights it brings be-
~ 
· fore his "chiefest bliss" (27), the love of God and the 
salvation of his soul. Throughout the play Faustus will t,, . 
continually make· a choice for the not-'God instead of God or, 
in Augustinian terms he will opt for cupidity ·over ··charity. ~ 
. 
..... 
Scripture teaches nothing but charity, not 
condemns anything except cupidity., and in 
this way shapes the minds of men •••• I 
call I charity' the motion bf the .. soul toward the enjoyment of God for His own sake, and the enjoyment of one's self ·and of ·one's 
neighbor for the sake of God; but •cupidity' is a motion of the soul toward the enjoyment 
of one's self, one's neighbor, or any corporal 
thinij1.ror th.e sake of something other than God. ··· 
; 
The first choice Faustus makes for the not~God-., -his · \ 
embracing of the black arts, is preceded by. a· long soliloquy 
in wh'ich the doctor "settles" his studies. Having achieved 
' . 
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• 
great reknown in all branches of· learning. ( 11 Is not thy common·, 
., 
talk sound aphorism?~' I.1.12), Faustus remains unsatisfied • 
o.'· 
.,,. 
The predominant mood \of the first scene -is that 
of a .man who awakes from a dream of mountain tops t·o find himself still in the plains, or 
of a man who, having reached the mountain top, is more than ever oppressed by his earth-bound 
nature and by the mocking distance of the skies towards which he had seemed ·to be climbing: 
'Yet art thou Faustus and a manl 1 · For Faustus has never· a.ccepted the conditions of his human 
nature; the object of all his siudies has been 
to transcend _them, and each branch of medieval learning -- logic, physic, law, and divinity --
as it comes up in its turn for review is re-jected because he sees its highest reach falls 
short of that infinity {~r which he craves with 
an unformulated desire. . ,. 
The writings ,of Augustine would explain the "infinity for 
which he [Faustus] craves with an unformulated desire'• as 
, 
the soul 1 s_natural longing for reunion with God its Creator 
and chiefest bliss. 43 
But Faustus never seems to comprehend or even recognize 
this religious axiom, so, turning to the physical and the 
material, he seeks the 11 sweet fruition of an earthly crown'' 
rather than the halo of the blessed. Faustus rejects 
philosophy because it affords "no greater miracle 11 (I.:t.8) 
than 11 t-0 dispute well" (I.1.7). Although Faustus is sup-. 
" 
posedly a learned_ phi,;b_9~9 __ ph~.:r., .... l?.i~-- 99p.ye:rsations with 
· Mephistophilis and Lucifer betray that he hasn't mastered 
even this minor philosophical miracle for he nev~r disputes 
' 
"'" well with the demons. A true understanding of philosophy, 
'i 
--------~--______ and particularly of logic, might have help·ed Faustus in his 
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personal debates with the powers of evil. 
Having abandoned philosophy, Faustus turns, to physic. 
Not content that he has saved many through his medical cures 
Whereby whole cities have escaped th'e plague And divers desperate maladies been~cured · (I.1.22-23) 
· Faustus wants to take upon himself the role of a god, on,e 
who sustains life. Complaining that he is "But Faustus·- and 
a man" (I.i.23), he .desires to "make men to live eternally,/ 
Or being dead, raise them to life again" (r.1.24-25). In 
view of his final destiny, these phrases prove highly ironic. 
Faustus, always, and particularly before his pact with 
Lucifer, had the chance to "live eternally" not in a bodily, 
but in a spiritual sense. Even after he becomes spiritually 
dead through sin,· indeed, until the last few minutes of the 
play, Faustus could renounce his sinful ways and return ,to 
God. But Faustus becomes and remains a spiritually dead 
being, bidding repentance, like physic, farewell. 
' 
. ~~- - Next, Faustus seems to., understand only the literal mean-
- - 44 ing of the law as he cites some of Justinian's rules. 
Fin.ding jurisprudence fit o-nly for ·a "mercenary drudge" 
-(I.1.34) he never real:Ly grasps the spirit at work in.any 
judic ia 1 code • And Faustus will u11.fa.~.~erii_ngiy hold to this -- ,.. "' ----.. -.,"" .... '... ··--· --,·· .. .. - . ",,,, _,,_., .. '-·''ti;-··-... • ·-~· " • .,,. ' •..... ·" ,,., .. -
- - -~c<--- -
11 letter of the law'' view throughout the play, causing him to 
take his pact with the devil all top seriously and to reduce 
' 
the God of heaven to a "petty legalist. 11 ~~ 
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Faustus now investigates the-study of divinity. "The 
reward ·of sin is death"··· (I.i.40), he quotes. An<;!, three 
lines later, . 
If we say that we have no sin, 
We deceive ourselves and there's no truth in us (I. i. 4 3-~.4) • 
He concludes: 
Why then belike we mu~t sin, 
And_, so consequently die. , A;y, we must die an everlasting death.· (I.i.45-47). 
$ In these meditations,· Faustus proves that his logical 
powers are indeed deficient. The syllogism he creates is 
faul:-ty because the major p·r-emise is only a half-text. 
Faustus omits Paul's hopeful comment: "The free gift of 
God is eternal life in Christ Jesus our Lord" {Romans, iii, 6) • 
Likewise, the minor premise is also a half-text. Faustus · 
' 
. 
omits John's promise of God I s forgiveness: "If we confess 
our sins, he is faithful and just, and will forgive our sins 
and cleanse us from all unrighteousness" (I.John 1.8.9). Be-
cause he overlooks, or perhaps refuses t~~~ccept, the second 
half of each of these texts which are the Bible's corrective 
to despair, Faustus·• reasoning cannot help but lea·d him"to 
the invalid conclusion: "we must die an everlasting death. n 
In this passage Faustus sows the seeds of his despair, 
the sin against the Holy Spirit. Here, as always, Faustus 
is unable to posit belief in God's love and mercy. Ye·t he 
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' does believe in God:1 s justice. , Assuming his legali_st 
position, : . I 
Faustus makes the fatal error of not~ going ·on 
to see that man, thus condemned by the letter 
of _the .}aw, is redeemed through the s~~rifice 
. of Christ if he will repent of his sins • • • • 
~austus' inability to repent in ·the later 
climactic scenes of the play arises from this 
failure to believe wholly and passionately in 
the mercy of God. Dwelling upon the vileness 
of his sins and ~hinking that they ·caij6never be pardoned, he despairs and is lost •... 
., 
Faustus bids nDivinity, adieu" (I.i.49) and opts for the 
"metaphysics··or magicians" (r.1.50) which promise "a world 
of profit and delight,/ Of power, of honor, of omn.ipotence" 
a 
(1.1.54-55). His character seems to shift from scholar to 
superman. Although intellect'ual curiosity. remains an 
activating force, the will to power and the physical ap-
d fl 47 petites exert a tremen ous in uence upon John Faustus. 
Faustus again stresses his desire to be as a god. He 
wishes to command "All things that move between the quiet 
poles" (1.1.57), to 11 raise the wind or rend the cloudsn 
(I.1.60), in short, to "get a deityl" (1.1.64). But Faustus 
is not a god. He is a man, a fact which he, like other 
Marlowian heroes, never seems to accept_.47B By refusing to 
'l\!, acknowledge his humanity Faustus rejects his positions.as a 
little less than the angels and by trying to become something 
. 
other than what he is by nature, he upsets an ordained order 
defined by God,- the···creator. As so many medieval and 
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Elizabethan moral exempla had pointed-out, he who tries to, 
break the chain, to upset the order, is dobmed to fai~re. 48 
But Faustus stands firm in his desire to become a 
necromance~ and sends for Valdes and Cornelius so· that they 
• 
may instruct him in the black arts. The Good Angel enters, 
entreating Faustus to "lay that damned book aside" (I. i .:71) 
and to '' read the Scriptures" (I·. i. 74) in order to correct 
his heretical- interpretations of the biblical texts and, be-, -""'---~ 
,. 
cause Scripture reading is a source of actual grace, to draw 
him back to God. But Faustus easily gives into the Bad 
Angel's temptation to be "Lord and commander of these· 
elements" (I.1.77), and after Faustus, Valdes and Cornelius-
0 
' blasphemously extol "The miracles that magic will perform" 
(I.1.37), Faustus resolv_es to forswear God and to become a 
magician: 11 This night I'll conjure, though I die therefore" 
,. 
{I. i. 157). By his abjuration of the Trinity and his ·con-
juring of Mephistophilis49 Faustus successfully turns hiS 
back on qod, chooses the not-God, the self, over God. 
The bad Ange 1 1 s words to Faustus, "Be thou on earth as 
Jove is in the sky 11 {I. i. 77) are highly reminiscent of Eve's , 
rationale for eating the forbidden fruit. Indeed, wishing 
- ~ . 
to become a god and exhibiting inordinate conc:upiscent de-
sires show Faustus to be a- son of Adam, and in tryi·ng to 
become a god, he commits the same sin, usurpation upon the 
deity, as did his father. 11 His quest fo·r knowledge leads 
• 
him to taste the fruit of the tree that shaded Adam and Eve, 
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to savor the distinction between good and evil. n50 In a very 
real sense, Faustus re-commits original sin. As for Adam, 
for Faustus there exists a command given by God, who retains 
the right and authority to command because of His supremacy. 
The acts of both Adam and Faustus are deliberate·and~on-
scious transgressions of those commands. And, as subjects 
of God, both men are bound to obey Him. 
Faustus does not love the Lord his God with his whole 
heart, mind, and spirit. And the ~'strange goct1151 he sets 
before the Christian Trinity or the Hebrew Yahweh is his 
"own appetite'' (II.i. 11). His disobedience of the fir·st 
and greatest commandment, like Adam's yielding to Satan's 
temptation, is a serious, deliberate, and conscious trans-
·// 
gression against God's mandate. It betrays "sheer rebellion 
-
of mind and will against the ultimate supernatural claims 
and rights of God. 11 52 Like Adam's tasting of Eden's apple, 
",_, 
the magician's 'forswearing of God is an attempt to usurp 
God's supreme position. The sins of both Adam and Faustus 
are mortal in nature. Each represents an act of will per-
versely turning from God and seeking satisfaction and final 
good elsewhere. Since every mortal sin carries penalty of 
loss of sanctif~ing grace, the spiritual condition of 
,, 
Faustus after he repudiates God is the same as Adam's im-
mediately after the fall. Faustus can no longer claim that 
-he is justified before God. In fact~- }J.~ J''lQW ____ -5_ta,nds as God's 
enemy, rejecting his adoption and forfeiting his claim to 
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heaven. Through his grievo¥s sin, Faustus has expelled the 
Holy Spirit and his soul is bereft of its beauty and bril-
liance, yoked to the powers of evil. Whether or· not Faustus 
will regain sanctifying grace and its accompanying gifts, 
that is, -whether or not Faustus will become justifi~d 
through grace, faith, and repentance, forms the remaining 
action of the play. 
Faustus is given several indications which should dis-
suade him from any further trafficking with evil, but he 
ig~ores them completely. The first warning is Mephistophilis' 
- physical appearance. · Faustus commands the demon "to return 
and change thy shape;/ Thou art too ugly to attend on me" 
(I.iii.23-24). Faustus never sees danger in bargaining with 
a spirit too horrible for human eyes to behold! Mephistophilis 
. 
exits and Faustus, feeding his already overblown pride, 
exults -that he has power to command spirits. Faustus, 
whether at the heights of fame or in the depths of despair, 
never relinquishes his reprehensible pride. "Faustus is 
wholly egocentric. To himself he is either the greatest of 
men or the greatest of abject sinners •1153 He sees "virtue" 
(I.iii.27) words-·and believes that Mephistophilis is "pliant'" 
-
~\ 
(I.i~i.29) because of his "Magic" and "spells11 (r.11.,29)_.-
{i 
Faustus ends his littl~ soliloquy oy congratulating himself: 
"Now Faustus, thou art conjurer laureate,/ Thou canst com-
mand great Mephistophilis 11 (I.111.30-31). · 
But, upon his return, Mephistophilis "utters a second 
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' 
·warning by telling the true story. 
" 
I am a servant to great Lucifer 
And may not follow thee without his leave. N'o more than he commands must -~we pe_riform. 
I 
(I.iii. 
40-42) 
When Faustu·s asks the demon: "Did not my conjuring speeches 
raise thee? 11 (I.iii.45), Mephisto-philis explains that they 
were the cause 
••• per accidens, 
For when we hear one rack the name of ··aod, Abjure the Scriptures and his Savior Christ, We fly in hope to get his glorious soul; Nor will we come unless he uses such means 
- 1'" . --
Whereby he is in danger to be damned. (I.iii.46-51) 
-A demon of hell has defined the magician's precarious 
spiritual position for him, and that demon is brutally truth-
,,.. 
ful as he is whenever he speaks of religious truths or 
doctrines. " ••• the enemy of the truth supports the truth 
so that the audience will be absolutely clear as to what the 
truth is. 1154 But Faustus, his ego seemingly undaunted by 
Mephistophilis I revelation, choses to ignor,e the urgeticy of 
,, 
the demon's statements: 
This word .1 damnation' .., terrifies not me, 
For I confound Hell in Elysium. 
My ghost be with the old philosophers. 
. . . . .... (I.111.59-61) 
' Ignoring the warnings already given him, Faustus considers 
damnation a "vain trifle[s]'' (I.111.62) and begins to ques-
tion Mephistophilis about his abode and its commander. 
r;· 
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Mephistophilis' answer to Faustus' question of how Lucirer, 
once beloved of God, came _to be prince of devils 
O, by aspiring pride and insolence, 
For which God threw him from the face of heaven 
(I.iii-~f:>8-69) 
should give Faustus pause because his sin so heavily para!-
lels the arch-demon's. 
And Mephistophilis! description of Hell should be warn-
ing enough to make Fau-stus abandon all thought of bargaining 
wiih its inhabitants.55 
Why this is hell, nor- am I out of it. 
Thinkst thou that I who saw the face of God And tasted the eternal joys of heaven 
Am not tormented with ten thousand hells 
In being deprived of everlasting bliss? 
O, Fanstus, leave these frivolous demands Which strike terror to my fainting soul. -
- . 
---- (r.11i.76-82) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .- . . . . . 
Hell hath no limits, nor is circumscribed In one self place, but where we are is hell, And where hell is, there must we ever be. 
(II. i. 119-120) 
These comments are in full agreement with the body of 
Christian literature that supports.Marlowe's-view of Hell. 
St. John Chrysostom an_ early Church Patriarch, not discount-
,_. 
ing-the physical pain to be suffered by the bodies of the 
-- spiritually lost,· had ·judged-the deprivation of the Beatific 
Vision, the Vision of God Himself, as the worst punishment 
of the damned. 
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Yet though one supposes ten thousand hells, he will utter nothing like what it will be 
to fail or that blessed glory, to b56hated of Christ, to hear 'I know you not. ~ · 
4 He adds that, like Mephistophilis, "evil demons confess hell, 
who would fain have hell deniea. 1157 
Christian theology, since the early Fathers 
of the:Church, has designated spiritual pain 
as the worst punishment of the damned, in that eternal exclusion·from God's presence 
cuts off the spirit from the divine source 
and end of its being, and from the vision that· gives meaning and fulfillment to its 
existence. In the terms of traditional 
scholastic theology, this spiritual! suf-fering was ca59ea poena damni, the punish-
ment of loss. · ~ 
In his Summa Theologica, St. Thomas Acquinas had defined,, 
',~ 
I this punishment • 
• • • man's extreme unhappiness will consist in the fact that his intellect is completely 
shut off from the divine light, and that his 
affections are stubbornly turned against God's goodness. And this is the chief suffering of the da,mned. It is known ·as the punishment of loss.'~ 
Mephistophilis' assertions "where we are is hell" and "I 
tell thee I am damned and now in hell" (II.i. 135) was 
· another "familiar doctrine·. 1160 Thomas had written: 
',\ 
..•. ·• .• a~ twofold place of punishment is due to the demcins; one, by reason of their sin; and this is hell; and another, in order that ~hey 
may tempt men; and thus the darks.ome atmosphere is their due place of punishment··. • • • al-though the demons are not actually bound within 
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the fire of hell while th~y are in thls dark 
atmosphere, nevertheless, their punishment is 
none the less; beca,.use they know that. such 
confinement is in store for them. Hence it is said in a gloss upon Jas. 111. 6: 'They 
carry ,the 6f ire of' hell with them ~herever they go. 1 
Faustus would have been familiar with the Christian descrip-
tions of hell, yet he maintains "hell's a fable" (II.1. 128) 
even. while dealing with one of hell's captives 1 But, as 
Mephistophilis predicts (II .i.), 'experience will soon change 
/l, 
his mind and he will be t•terrified ••• at the thought of 
the 
The magician gloriously assures the demon that "Faustus 
' hath incurred eternal death/ By desperate thoughts against 
Jove I s deity" (I.111.88-89) and t~at I1e will give his soul 
to Lucifer if 11 he will spare him four and twenty years11 
(I .• iii.91) 'and allow him to "live in all ·voluptuousness" 
(1.111.92). The ideas of the patriot who would 
wall all Germany with brass 
And make swift Rhine circle fair Wittenberg · (I.i.89-90) 
and the philanthropist who would 
fill the public schools with silk. Wher,.ewith the· students snal.l be bravely-- clad·., ··· ---- ······ ·· · ········ 
... ·· ··· . (I.i.91-92) 
give way to those of the materialist and the sensualist. " 
But the magician's conscience warns him against conspiring 
,,. 
with the powers of evil. Although Faustus says he must be·, 
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damned and cannot be saved (II.i. 1-2), he doesn't seem 
wholly convinced of the argument·. Something 
••• soundeth in mine ear; 
'Abjure this magic; turn to God again.• Ay, Faustus will turn to God again! {II.1.7-9) 
-~-
" But Faustus wavers in his reJolve to repent and betrays 
signs of despair: uTo God?/ He loves thee notn (II.i. 10). 
And while the Good Angel counsels ncontrition, prayer, re-
pentance" {II.i. 17) as means of achieving salvation, the 
Bad Angel tempts Faustus at his weakest point, the desire 
for material gain: "think of honor and wealth" (III.ii.22). 
Faustus easily succumbs to the diabolic suggestion: 
Wealth? Why'the signory of Emden_shall be mine. When Mephistophilis shall stand by me, What power can hurt me/ Faustus thou art safe~ Cast no more doubts. (II.1.23-36) 
Faustus stabs his arm in order to write in blood a deed 
of gift to Lucifer of his soul. But his blood coagulates 
and he is unable to write. His very body,, perhaps because 
it somehow realizes that if Faustus• soul is lost it must 
join it in the pit of Hell after the Last Judgment., seems 
unwilling to be handed over to the devil. But even after···· 
Phis mi.raculous warning Faustus remains stalwart in his 
choice. 
In a true black mass, Faustus, his blood now st.reaming, 
blasphemously offers himself as a sacrifice to. the Father of 
Lies, sealing his·covenant of evil with the words 
"Consummatum Est" (II.1.73) · [It is finished], the last 
words of the dying Christ as He offered Himself as a bloody 
sacrifice to the Father of Mercy, thereby establishing a 
covenant of love between God and man • 
. But as soon as Faustus has written his bill the words 
"Homo fus;e" (II.1.76) appear upon his arm. The next fe~w 
lines 
Whither should I fly? 
If unto God, he'll throw me down to hell. 
My sense are deceived; here's nothing writ. O yes I see it plain. Even here is writ 
Homo fu~el Yet shali not Faustus fly. ~ 
. (II.1.76-80) 
" 
may at first seem like the ravings of a man distracted, but 
Mephistophilis recognizes them for what they are: the 
magician's doubts about the diabolical contract he is enter-
ing. And, since at this point Mephistophilis is not yet in 
possession of the deed, Faustus has the opportunity to back 
out '·"hr the bargain. Realizing the doubtful state of things, 
Mephistophilis turns to the ploy he· will use every time 
Faustus thinks of God or repentance -- physical pleasure. 
Mephistophilis calls up several devils who dance before 
Faustus and present him with "crowns and rich apparel" 
(II.i.), which is enough to cause Faust.us to hand over the 
contract stating that in twenty four years Lucifer and 
Mephistophilis may ttcarry the said John Faustus, body and 
soul, flesh, blood, or goods, into their habitation whereso-
ever" (II.1. 107-108)'., u .. 
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The devil has mastered the magician's soul by his 
ordinary means, temptation, not coercion. The demon even 
asks Faustus: "Do you deliver this as your deed?" 
(II.i. 110). And Faustus freely replies "Ay, take it., and 
'· the devil give thee good of it". (II.i. 111). "Once he. has 
signed the bond, he is in the same position [as was Adam be-
fore him] of having of his own free.will renounc~d salva-
tion.1163 Several lines later the magician curses 
Mephistophilis, accusing him of depriving Faustus of the 
joys of heaven (II.i.4). But Mephistophilis, truthful as 
ever, reminds his master: "'Twas thine own seeking, Faustus; 
thank thyself" {II.11.5). 
Faustus is soon to find that a bargain with evil is no 
bargain at all. The demon who had once promised: "And I 
will be thy slave and wait on thee/ And give thee more than 
thou has•t wit to askn (II.i.43-44) denies his request to 
let me have a wife 
t . The fairest maid in Germany (II.ii. 138-39). 
Mephistophilis calls up a devil, complete with fireworks, 
dressed as a woman and offers 11 her11 to Faustus as a wife. 
The magician promptly rejects this "hot~hore" (II.ii. 149) 
and.Mephistoph111s explaining that marri-age is ·but a 
"ceremonial toy" {II.ii .• 150) for it is a sacrament blessed 
by God, will provide the 11 wanton and lascivious" {II.11.40) 
' 
,< Faustus with "the fairest courtesans (II.11. 151) ••• as 
beautiful/ As was bright Lucifer before his fall.'' 
(II.iii. 155-156). 
C 
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Mephistophilis responds to the request for answers to 
great metaphysical problems, in the same compromising manner 
< 
as he had treated the first. The demon will resolve "slender 
questions 11 (II.ii.49) of the type that Faustus• own servant 
can answer. But when Faustus asks about the First Cause, 
"Now tell me who made the world" .(II.11.67), Mephistophilis 
cannot answer, for naming 'God as Creator would be 11 again.st 
our [the devils t] kingdom'' {II.ii.72). 
,.. Faustus has indeed struck a compromising bargain yet he 
continues to believe in the validity of his Satanic pact, to 
seek world acclaim as a magician, and to invite eternal 
damnation. Faustus I fall from grace:, virtually the same 
fall as Adam 1 s, is complete, and t.he first phase of the 
religious action of Marlowe's Doctor Faustus reaches an end. 
'-i.i', 
-~ ... 
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Chapter 3 
The Ultimate Doom of Faustus 
The second part of the religious action of Doctor 
Faustus shows the magician, already fallen from grace, re-
.{17 
" < jecting divine aid. Instead of cooperating with God, Faustus 
repeatedly commits the seven deadly sins until he finds him-
self in a state of spiritual sloth. Then, his heart hard-
ened, he totally rejects the Holy Spirit and faces his mis-
erable end desp~iringly • 
• < Much of the second religious phase of Doctor Faustus 
takes place in the middle and comic scenes which have re-
ceived much critical attention, but have engendered little 
critical agreement. 64 As I see it, the middle scenes func-
tion in three ways. 
First, they do have value as sheer entertainment. No 
,_ doubt the audience, including the groundlings, already ac-
customed to symbolic and emblematic plays or pageants, would 
be entertained by feeling a bit superior to the theological-
ly trained Faustus as they identified each deadly sin while 
the magician has to ask their names and genealogies. And 
the anti-Catholics in the audience probably cheered uproa~-j'', 
i·ously as Faustus and Mephistophilis pull a .. hoax'" on .. tfie--------,-·-·----~-~w- - ----L 
papal court, thereby rescuing the anti-pope Bruno, whil~------ ______ -_______ _ .. ~-·-······•··"'" •- - .,. -····-·--·· . ,•···••" ... , 
.--··-"··-·--·-·····-·, .... - .. ,. a·-····-·-·-·····"~-•--···•"··~·-~---·······-- ---······· 
~necking the Roman pontiff about. The raising of the shades 
of Alexander and Darius for the entertainment of the Duke of 
~ 
..,.,. 
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Anholt and the procuring of grapes in the middle of January 
to satisfy the cravings of the pregnant Duchess are sheer 
theatrical spectacle and could not help but startle and de-
light the theatergoers. And the crowning of Benvolio with 
horns.-must have caused the same kind of amusement that other 
Renaissance (and modern) audiences felt upon seeing Bo~tom 
the Weaver magically transformed into a creature with an 
ass's head. 
Second, - the actions of the middle s.cenes point out that 
Faustus has been cheated by th·e devil. The "sound magician'' 
(I.i.63) who would 
be great emperor of the world And make a bridge tho-rough the moving air,, __ To pass the ocean with a band of men. I 1 11 join the hills that bind the Afric shore, And make that __ country continent to Spain, And both contributory to my crown (I.iii. 104-109) 
is now little more than a court jester. "In return for his 
soul, he [Faustus] has received a bag of tricks."65A The 
middle scenes, then, comment upon his unfortunate bargain, 
or upon any diabolic pact. When man tangles with evil, 
hoping to take advantage of its power, he is certain to 
lose. The Father of Li~s, true to his nature, dpes not sup-
ply the gifts which Faustus had originally asked-.· In-stead-,---
he entertains and deludes the magician with vain frivolities • - . -- _ .... ,... ·- - --- ------ ---· -~- -- - . -. - - ~. - - ·-. 
., . 
-
Third, the middle scenes present a clear comment about 
Faustus the man. .. 
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Although years from physical death, Faustus has already come to spiritual stagnation,.his intellectual appetite satisfied with bon-bons. Marlowe is faced with a major task in this 
section of the play; on the philosophical-· 
religious aspect, he is obviously unable to 
answer Faustus' cosmological questions, but 
no man can answer them, except by faith; and 
this Faustus rejects. The dramatic problem is how to represent Faustus as powerful in person ~t powerless in spirit. Marlowe does 
this by showing Faustus substitut~gg mechanical frivolities for pure speculation.,· 
The key to this comment lies in the parade of the seven 
deadly sins. Faustus is quick to exclaim: · "O, how this 
sight ,[the parade,] doth delight my soull" {II.ii. 166). By 
its position in the play, the pageant acts as a headnote to 
or an outline of the middle s'Cenes. 66 After meeting the 
sins, Faustus will commit each one·of them. 
From the pageant Faustus lea·rns to know the . 
sins abstractly and objectively. In subsequent 
scenes he comes to know them concretely and intimately, by actually committing each of 
them in turn •. This ·transition from observer 
to partic6~ant occurs in several of the central 
episodes. 
· ... 
And, although the parade should act as a spirttual mir-
ror to help lead the magician back to God, for .Faustus it 
b~comes a magic-lantern show. 
,r~~:ty~h!s s!~e~e d::~~i!ciini'!i~:ie~1~~iif ·.· , .. · 
Pride although he is at times identified 
with Gluttony,· Slotl1, and Lecheny. But 
instead of stirring him or making him see himself as he is and thus rousing himself 
to repentance, ·the Masque . delights him, 
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as Lucifer intends. 68 
' It is ironic that, seemingly blind to his concupiscent 
and sinful stat·e, Faustus has to ask each of the sins "Their 
names and dispositionsn (II.ii. 110). I,n coarse language 
the seven deadly sins reveal their true natures as religious 
writers had known and revealed them for centuries. In short, 
Pride is ostentatious and haughty self-conceit; lechery, 
inordinate indulgence in venereal pleasure; covetousness, an 
t excessive longing or drive for power or material gain; wrath, 
overwhelming unjust revenge; envy, discontent at the 
physical or spiritual state of another; gluttony, excessive 
. . 69 physical appetite; and sloth, spiritual laziness. 
By participating in the tableau of the seven deadly 
sins, Faustus takes perverted pleasure in his own damnation. 70 
Yet, even after he parleys with the sins, Faustus is just as 
unenlightened about his own spiritual state as when the 
parade first passed before him. Nevertheless, Faustus falls 
prey to his entertaining tormentors. 
In taking steps to become a god, Faustus has already 
committed the ult.imate heresy,71 the sin of pride, which 
appeared to the medieval and Renaissance mind as the worst 
,, 
of all sins. But t-hroughout the middle scenes tatfstus will · · 
commit the remaining six deadly Si!1S .. causing '"sin. by custom'' 
to grow "into nature" (V .i.43). 72 
Faustus covets the temporal powers of the pope ·1n the · 
Roman scenes and ·ood's productive powers by his procuring of 
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out of season grapes in the Duke and Duchess of Anholt 
scene. ,, 
It is envy of the Old Man's spiritual state that causes 
Faustus to command Mephistophilis: 
,,. 
Torment, sweet friend, that base and aged man . That durst dissuade me from thy Lucifer, With greatest torment that our hell affords. 
(V .i.84-86) 
And envy of animals and inanimate objects prompts Faustus in 
his last hour to repudiate his -position as a human being by 
crying out:73 
Why art thou not a creature wanting soul? 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • All beasts are happy, For, when they die 
Their souls are soon dissolved in elements, 
,But mine must live still to be plagued in hell. (v.11. 169 and 173-76) 
When Benvolio doubts the magician's power to conjure 
the spirit of Alexander, it is wrath that causes Faustus to 
humiliate the knight by placing horns on his head. 
Although ·in out time gluttony has become associated 
with intemperance in eating and drinking, theologically it 
suggests overind~lgence of any kind. The magician who 
wishes to live "in-all voluptuousness" is a prime example of 
the glutton. Faustus barters with tlj.e horsecourser for an 
extra ten dollars and, althot1::gh this may be low comedy, it 
is, nonetheless, an illustration of gluttony. Even while 
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Faustus nears his end he parodies Christ's Last Supper with 
11 such belly-cheer/ As Wagner in his life ne I er saw the like" 
(V.1.55-56). Here too, Faustus plays the glutton. 
Faustus has already told Mephistophilis that he is 
~· 
. t 
. wanton and lascivious, and his lusting after beautiful 
women {lechery) will carry both Faustus and the audience to 
the famous Helen of Troy scene where, instead of turning to 
God, Faustus finds his "heaven" in the succuba 1 s lips.74 
During the pageant, Sloth had cried out: 
Sloth: Heigh hol. I am Sloth, I was begotten oh a sunny bank, where I have lain ever s-ince, and you have done me great injury to bring me from thence. Let me be carried thither again by Gluttony and Lechery. Heigh hol I'll not speak a word more for a king's ransom. 
(II. ii. 153-56) 
Faustus' indulgence in gluttony and lechery have, as sloth 
had predicted, carried him to a state of spiritual atrophy. 
Faustus is content to have Mephistophilis as his slave, and 
while sp~nding twenty-four years in 11 p~eaf3ure and dalliance" 
{It.1.62), he negl~cts the struggle to repent and resists 
any attempt at salvation •. He is., therefore, guilty of ~ 
spiritual sloth,· or acedia,·which St. Thomas Acquinas, and 
S-t. Gregory before-him, held predisposes one to the sin of 
ultimate despair. 
As intimated by the pageant of the seven deadly sins at 
the opening of the middle scenes, throughout those scenes 
Faustus the divine receives a re-education courtesy of the 
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powers of hell. 
The function of the seven sins and the plan 
of the middle of the play should now be clear. These scenes act out a progressive initiation 
or, to use one of the play's basic tropes, an 
education in evil. 1Having commenc'd' at the_ beginning of the play, Faustu.s proceeds to 
•sound the depth' of the wickedness he has professed ••• He learns by doing, demonstrating his practical mastery of the sins he studies.7? 
Like the middle scenes, the play's comic scenes,76 
although amusing, also comment upon the action of the main 
plot, particularly upon the nature .of the_,Bargain Faustus » 
has struck. 77 Like Cole, · r· see· the comic scenes as carrying 
out "the central irony of the play: they represent in 
visual terms the real nature of Faustus' bargain: they 
' provide an effective contrast to Faustus' original aspira-
tions.1178 
There are very definite parallels in the c~mic and 
major plots. Mephistophilis will bring Faustus f!ir courte-
sans, while Robin will not suffer his soul to be lost "for a 
shoulder of mutton" (I.iv.8), a reference to a not-so-fair-
courtesan. Wagner threatens Robin into acting as his 
servant. "I'll turn all the lice about thee into familiars 
and make them tear thee in ·pieces" (I.iv.20-21). Likewise, 
the demot1s· of hell threaten Faustus when he·· speaks of repent-
ance. "If thou, repent, devils will tear thee in pieces" 
(II.ii.81). The stealing of the Vintner's cup by Robin and 
Dick is the same kind of slapstick buffoonery that Faustus 
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employs at the papal meal. ·And while Robin and Dick are 
physically changed into a dog and an ape, Faustus wishes to 
be turned into some "brutish beast" to avoid damnation. 
The comic parallels 
• • • make clear in the simplest of terms what the more sophisti-cat.ed touches of irony in the 
main action are intended to show: a contract 
with the powers of evil, no matter what the 
motivation, leads inevitably to the loss of human dignity and order. A?~ it is a contract that can be made by anyone. 
Even though Faustus has turned his back on God and has \ 
been re-educated in the ways of sin, God never abandons 
him.so \ Several times God offers Faustus His actual grace as 
a means of repentance. It is a matter of doctrine which 
Faustus would have known that to all sinners, even the 
worst, God gives sufficient grace to enable them to repent. 
"If not at every moment, at least from time to time and when 
circumstances most require it, he offers them his help. 1181 
" One of the magician's own students will remind Faustus of 
fl this doctrine when he exho"rts: "Yet Faustus, look up to 
heaven, and remember mercy is infinite" (v.11.37). 
-~"·" ~. Soon after Faustus has signed the diabolic pact, God 
calls him ·through actual grace. 
When I behold the heavens, then I repent 
••• I will renounce this magic and repent (II.ii.land 11). 
~ Contemplation of the wonders of the natural universe is one 
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of the ways by which actual grace can enter the soul. The 
Good Angel enters immediately upon hearing these words of 
Faustus in order to strengthen his resolve. "Faustus repent; 
yet God will pity thee" {II.ii. 12). When Faustus names God 
as the Creator·· of the world (II. 11. 74), causing Mephistophilis 
to flee, the conjurer asks ''Is 1 t too late?" {II.11.79) to be 
saved. The Good Angel rightly counsels: "Never too late, 
if Faustus will repent 11 (II.ii.80). 
Even after Faustus has been steeped in deadly sin God's 
actual grace is visited upon him by the admonitions of the 
. 82 
Old Man: 
O gentle Faustus, leave this damned art 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Though thou hast now offended like a man, Do not persevere in it like a devil. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I speak it not in wrath Or envy of thee, but in tender love. (v.1.37, 41-42, and 50-51) 
The Old Man describes to Faustus a vision of an angel who 
hovers o'er thy head 
And with a vial full of precious grace Offers to pour the same into thy soul. (V.i.61-63) 
The faithful servant counsels- Faustus to "call for mercy and 
avoid despair" (v.1.64). 
. Faustus' acceptance of God's actual grace woul:d en- ·· - -
1J lighten his understanding and strengthen his will to repent 
of his sin and to avoid further evils. With the help of 
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actual grace Faustus could be led to make an act of confes-
sional faith, accept the revelations of Christ, particularly -
• of the redemption and forgiveness of sin, detest and confess 
his sins, hope in God's mercy, and amend his sinful ways. 
In short, Faustus with the help of grace would become 
justified. The state of sanctifying grace would again 
consecrate his soul. His sins would be eradicated and he 
could once again claim adoption as a son of God., 
So the possibility of repentance is held out to Faustus. . . 
Indeed, as Campbell has noted: "Surely the suspense which 
every witness of the play has felt could not be maintained 
if there was not a continuous uncertainity as to the final 
· 83 outcome of the action." 
But Faustus, even after he is offered God's grace, 
never takes steps toward justification. Why? The answer is 
quite simple. 
Faustus still 
Although a son of Adam and drowned in~sin, 
84 possesses free will. Using his God-given 
p6wer of freedom of choice, the power to accept or to reject 
the Almighty's proffered graces, Faustus freely chooses to 
reject tpem. 85 For God~~ grace, Faustus substitutes 
indulge~ce in physical pleasure. 
, ..... ,..... . --- ' - ·- .... , , .. 
Whenever there is danger(from the· Devil's 
viewpoint) that Faustus will turn to God's 
mercy, the powers of hell will deaden their 
victim's conscience by providing him with 
some great satisfaction of the·senses. But 
sometj_me~6FaustU.s will ask for.the opiate himself. . - · 
. , . 
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Even in his suicide attempt87 it is only physical 
pleasure and its anticipation that causes Faustus to stay 
his hand. 
d 
Then swords and knives, 
Poison, guns, halters, and envenomned steel 
Are1,laid before me to dispatch myself; 
And long ere this I should have done the deed, 
Had not sweet pleasure conquered deep despair. 
Have not I made blind Homer sing to me 
Of Alexander's love and Oenon's death? 
And hath not he that built the walls of Thebes 
With ravishing sounds of his melodious harp, 
Made music with my :_Mephistophilis? 
Why should I die then or basely despair? 
(II.ii.21-23) 
·Twenty-four years of overindulgence in physical 
pleasure could not help but breed the sin of acedia, 
spiritual sloth, in the soul of Faustus. Despite repeated 
heavenly calls Faustus does nothing to secure his salvation. 
He has become the typical slothful man. 
Following a medieval interpretation of idleness, 
Renaissance writers related sloth to both 
inadequate knowledge and ultimate despair. 
A man of sloth is known by the delight he 
takes in evil, by his failure to know what 
is truly good, by his deficient insight 
into wisdom that is needful and his proneness 
.to dispraise it, .bY his neglect of repentance 
till faint-hearted under8;he burden of sin he despairs of God's grace. 
Religious thinkers and writers, St. Thomas Acquinas among 
them, had envisioned sloth·as a stepping stone to final· 
despair. As McCullen points out: "He [Faustus] must rouse 
-himself to claim offered grace, or his sloth will bring-him 
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nearer to final-despair." 89 
But Faustus does not rouse himself. Rather, at the 
critical point when 11 fatal time draws to a final end" 
(IV.v.34) Faustus, slothful as ever, falls asleep, but not 
~before he commits despair's sister sin against the virtue of ,, 
hope, presumption. Thinking that he can be saved despite 
all his circumstances and with no effort on his part, Faustus 
says: 
Tushl Christ did call the thief upon the cross; Then rest thee, Faustus, quiet in this conceit (IV.v.37-38). 
But as the magician's audience would have known, it was the· 
Y·· - -
good thief Dismas who called to Christ for salvation during 
the Crucifixion. Faustus conveni~ntly forgets the other 
thief crucified with Christ who blasphemed until the end and 
was damned. 
Faustus cites hardening of his heart as the reason why 
he cannot repent. Yet this too, like acedia, is a direct 
consequence of his repeated sinning. Concerning hardening 
of the heart, St. Augustine had written: 
' 
,c' ·, 
For the law of sin is the violence of custom 
whereby the mind is drawn.and holden, even 
against its wil~; b~t_ d_es~-§~edly, for that it willingly fell into it. · · · ·· · , 
In Summa Theologica, St. Thomas Acquinas had also commented 
upon the hardening of man's heart • 
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Spiritual blindness and hardness of the heart 
imply two things. One is the movement of the 
human mind in cleaving to evil, and turning 
away from the Divine light; and as regards 
this, God is not the cause of spiritual 
blindness .. and hardness of heart, Just as He 
is not the cause of sin ••• On the other 
hand, .. God, of His own accord, withholds His 
grace from those in whom He finds an obstacle: 
so that the cause of grace being withheld is 
not only the man who raises an obstacle to 
grace; bu~ G§i, Who, of His own accord, with-
holds grace. 
It is true that sev~ral times Faustus appears to attempt 
repentance. 
O Christ, my Savior, 
Help to save distress~d Faustus' soul (II.ii.83-84) 
Ah, my sweet friend, I feel thy words, 
. ' . To comfort my distressed soul 
Leave me a while to ponder on my sins. {V. i .65-67) 
But since Faustus never tc!kes~any affirmative action toward 
salvation and since he continually renews his loyalty to 
Lucifer, these outbursts can be considered only as expres-
,. 
sions of remorse and regret, not of contrition. 92 
Throughout the play it seems that Faustus, maintaining 
his legalist position, is the only· one who actualiy·believes 
his bond with -the devil to be __ valid,_ legal, and binding,-
After he has made the infernal pact, the powers of·good and 
evil still strive for possession- of his ~oul-. 
Even after he· has signed the bond, the Good 
Angel and the Old Man continue to plead with 
him. Surely this means that they do not·· think 
much of this bond-business, and the Devil 
' 
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himself has to keep on remindin~3Faustus every now and then of his obligation. ) 
Indeed, the devil must do more than remind Faustus of his 
pact, he must stifle the magician's every impulse to turn 
back to God. 
But the time does arrive when heaven and hell wait as 
Faustus makes his final decision. The end of the psycho-
machia, the spiritual battle for the conjurer's soul is 
signaled by the magician's· statement: "Hell strives with 
grace for conquest in my breastn (v.1.72). True to form, 
Faustus dismisses the counsel of the Old Man and makes his 
final choice for the not-God. His mind already filled with 
the vision or Helen, he reaffirms in blood his pact with 
Lucifer. With this renewal he permanently excludes the Holy 
Spirit and the grace of God from his soul and by "an extreme 
act of will11 94 commits the sin of final despair. 
I do repent I e'er offended him [Lucifer] Sweet Mephistophilis, entreat thy lord 
To pardon my unjust presumption, And with my blood again I will confirm The former vow I made to Lucifer. (v.1.77-8·1) 
Faustus may have the form of Helen of Troy and physical 
pleasure to temporarily divert his pangs of. cons·cience, but 
all of Marlow~' s poetic _.rhetoric cannot erase the. reality of --
the Good Angel's words: 
O thou hast lost celestial happiness, Pleasures unspeakable, bliss without end. 
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Hadst thou affected sweet divinity Hell or the devil had no power on thee. Hadst thou kept on that way, Faustus, behold In what resplendent glory thou hadst sat In yonder throne, like those bright shining saints, And triumphed over hell. That hast thou lost. And now, poor soul, must thy good angel leave thee. The jaws of hell are open to receive thee. 
(V.ii. 103-112) 
·; 
As Mccloskey has pointed out: 
• •• the play illustrates the thesis that the man who, for whatever reason, sins and then despairs of divine forgiveness has, because he denies to himself the grace and the mercy of God, no hope of salvation. Faustus is undoubtedly, the embodiment of 
the Renaissance thirst for knowledge, but he is at the same time, an illustration of 
the medieval concept or9gespair--the sin against the Holy Ghost. 
According to Catholic theology, some mistake in judg-
ment precedes the act of despair since the soul relinquishes 
the hope of salvation thinking that blissful state unattain-
able, at least in its own case. Faustus' mistake is 
' inherent in his opening speech. The mag·ician has never 
posited belief in the redemptive act and power of Christ; 
therefore, his vision of God is a distorted one. He sees 
only an unrelenting judge, not a loving Father or a redeem-
ing; Son.96 
In his last agony Faustus justly experiences the wrath, 
of God: "My God, my God, look not so fierce on me 1" 
(v.11. 184). 
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Mephistophilis may define.hell as the absence 
of God, but Faustus finds the presence of God 
. unbearable, because he sees not the loving 
Father but the wrathful Jehovah9,ho cast the rebellious angels do~n to hell. 
The conjurer's promise to burn his books (v.11. 186), a sign 
of recantation, comes too late and, already doomed to a ter-
rifying spiritual death, Faustus suffers a horrible physical 
dismembering. 
First Scholar: Come, gentlemen, let us go 
visit Faustus, 
For such a dreadful night was never seen 
Since first the world's creation did begin. 
Such fearful shrieks and cries were never heard. 
Pray heaven the doctor have escaped the danger. 
Second Scholar: O help us, heavenl See, here 
are Faustus I Limbs, 
All turn asunder by the hand of death. 
Third Scholar: The devils whom Faustus served 
have torn him thus; 
(V.ii. ,l-8) 
So Faustus suffe,rs the physical fate he had feared through-
, 
out the play, dying an ignoble death. 
The final Chorus chants: "Cut is the branch that might 
,;:; ••• I' -
have grown full straight" (Epilogue,i). Perhaps they are. 
referring to Christ's statements: "I am the vine, you are 
the branches • • • • Without Me you can do nothing" (John 
v. 15). ~Unfortunately,' this is a lesson that Fau_stus who 
repeatedly rejected God's aid never seemed to learn. 
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last act. Since I see strains of Catholic doctrine running 
throughout the entire play, not only in the last act, it 
seems logical to use the currently accepted ''B11 text. 
41st. Augustine, On Christian Doctrine quoted in Ann Margaret O'Brien, "Chrfstlan Belief in Doctor Faustus," Journal of English Literary History, 37 (1970), 3. 
42una M. Ellis-Fermor, Christopher Marlowe (London, 1927), partially reprinted Christopher Marlowe's "Dr. 
Faustus": Text and Ma or Criticism edited by Irving Hibner {New York, 1966), p. • ~ 
43s. Nagarajan, "The Philosophy of Doctor Faustus,11 
-~~says in Criticism, 20 (1970), 485, takes an Augustinian 
view of-,austus t dlssatisfaction when he writes: "If we possess an immortal soul created by God, if the soul is a 
spiritual principle seeking its perfection which is God, if p the world that we live in is created by God and we receive 
our existential being from God, the contemplation and the possession of God is our highest end in life. Put in the 
simplest terms Faustus is ignorant of what man's final end, 
'chiefest bliss' is. He does not perceive that his dis-
satisfaction with knowledge arises from the soul's healthy 
refusal to be satisfied with secondary causes, or that the infinite longing that possesses him is a longing for the infinite." 
· 
44Perhaps one of the laws Faustus quotes (I.i.31) con-
cerning a son's disinheritance by his father should call to 
this divine•s mind the parable of the Prodigal Son in whose 
ways of dissipation Faustus is soon to follow. This law is 
also an ironic forecast of Faustus• spiritual condition, for by his sins he rejects spiritual adoption and thereby is disinherited by God his Father. 
45Robert Ornstein, "Marlowe and God: The Tragic 
Theology of Doctor Faustus, PMLA 83 (1968), 1385 •. 
· 
46Paul H. Kocher, Christopher Marlowe: A g~)dy of his Thou~t, Learnins;, and Ctiaracter (New York, I"9 , p. 106. Doug~ss Cole, Suffejin~ and Evil in the Pf~s of Christopher Marlowe (Princeton, ew Jersey, 1952), p. agrees that · ·· Faustus' meditation upon the false syllogism hasboth im- · 
mediate and far-reachJng. spiritual effects: "Faustus at 
this point in his career, sees only the imperfection, not 
the opportunity of redemption -- he scornfully casts ,away 
the whole doctrine; at a later point, consciousness of his r 
sinfulness will be painfully present, but his self-imposed blindness will continue to shut out the light of proffered 
mercy." 
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4· 7 See Harry Levin, The Overreacher: A Stud~ of Christopher Marlowe {Cambridge, Massachusetts, 9~), p. 14. 
47B1evin, describing the typical Marlowian hero, asserts (Leech, p. 125): "Marlowe's protagonists do not simply out-Herod their fellow mortals; they act out their invidious self-comparisons with the gods; and from Aeneas to Faustus, they see themselves deified in one manner or another." 
48' Ornstein {p, 1380) comments on the Marlowian hero's desire for achieving greatness by violating world order. 
"For inevitably man's attempts at greatness break against a universal order which is predicted on, and which demands human obedience and denial. Thus Marlowe's heroes do not cry out, like Hamlet or Lear, against worlds out of ethical joint. Like figures of Greek mythology, they hurl the gauntlets of their will and amition at whatever gods may be. Their defiances are Promethan, their flights of aspiration Icarian, their challenges Titanic." 
49For an interesting discussion of witchcraft in Faustus' conjuring scene and throughout the play see Kocher, 11The Witchcraft Basis in Marlowe's Faustus,tt Philology, 38(1940-41), 9-36. 
50Levin, quoted in Leech, p. 130. 
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· 51see T. McAlindon, 11 Classical Mythology and Christian Tradition in Marlowe's Doctor Faustus," PMI,A, 81(1966), 214-223. for a discussion of classical mythology's relationship to magic and idolatry. 
52oeorg~ Sm~th, p. 240. 
53Leo Kirschbaum, "Marlowe's Faustus: A Reconsideration, 11 Review of English Studies 75 (1943)., 231. 
54Kirschbaum, p. 232. 
55some critics have had great difficulty in accepting .. ~:" Mephistophilis' desc~iptions of Hell. A. L. French, "The Philosophy of Do.ctor Faustus, uEssays in Cri~ticism 20(1970), 137 sees irreconcilapl,e contraditions In the play*s several· statements about the nature of Hell. 1' ···However, the qoncep-tiori ·or heli. as a state • • • does not square at all with . the idea of·······it· -as a···p-lace·-· of -physical· torture-.··~-·-·~ • · we·- st1·1·I· ··-·~· · · ·· have to reconcile hell-as-a-state with Faustus' falling, right at the.end, into a 'hell' (the pit under the stage) which would have had two wholly literal meanings for his audience. 11 John Bake less., The Tragic al Historl of Christopher Marlowe (Hamden., Connecticut., 1964), p. 288 
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cites the descriptions of hell as another indication of Marlowe's proposed religious unorthodoxy: "At a stroke, he discards all mere physical terrors in favor of a subtle and poetic ethical idea. One sees why this man was held 
unorthodox." But, as both my paper and Kocher (p. l16) 
r.oint out, Marlowe's treatment of hell is orthodox, not 
'singular, unheard of, and un-Christian." 
56st. John Chrysoston, Homilies on the Gospel of St. Matthew quoted in Cole, p. 205. 
57Ibid. 
58cole, p. 192. 
__ 59st. Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologica, quoted in O'Brien, p. 4. 
6oKocher, p. 116. 
61st. Thomas Acquinas, Summa Theologica, quoted in Kocher., p. 117. 
62cole, p. 245. 
6 
. . 3w. w. Gre~, "The Damnation of Faustus," Modern Language Review., 41(1946), reprinted in Marlowe: A Collection of Critical Essays edited by (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1964), p. 101. 
641n fact, the only point concerning theSe scenes which most critics concede is that the major portion of the middle scenes and all the comic scenes are probably the work of Marlowe's collaborator.. But, while assuming the work of another hand, it is imperative to remember that ·Marlowe, as major author, outlined the play as a whole and had probably hinted at or sketched in the incidents that occur in these scenes. The question remains, however, what to make of the middle and comic scenes9 Disregarding the Elizabethan stage theory of singularity of effect through plurality of means,·--one f>"la.1.fs·ible explanation, ·Miehe le Poirier, Christopher . Marlowe (London, 1951), p. 136 considers the-middle scenes as entertainment for the-grounglings. "In those unconnected and intercfiangeable·. scenes, the drama loses its lofty 
significance -- and becomes, almost to the same degpee -a& the---- --buffoonery of the minor plot., an entertainment designed fo~ -the less enlightened theatre-goers. It is no longer tragedy, :.-.but a sort of variety show." J. B. Steane, Marlowe: A Critical Stu~ (Cambridge, 1964), p. 143 sees the subject and function o the middle scenes as "mere diversion." My paper, however, suggests alternate functions for these scenes. 
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64ARussel and Clare Goldfarb., "The Seven Deadly Sins in Doctor· Faustus," College Language Association Journal, 13(1969), 366. 
65Robert E. Knoll., Christopher Marlowe (New York., 1969)., p. 82. 
66warren Smith, "The Nature of Evil. in Doctor Faustus," Modern Language Review, 60(1965), 360, seems to miss the whole intent of the pageant, so ingrained in European 
emblematic and theatric tradition, when he calls it "the ludicrous parade of the seven deadly sins, who, far from being awe-inspiring are really little more than clowns 
appropriately equipped with frivolous rejoinders." He will later (p. 360), however, attribute to the pageant an 
"insidious influence upon Faustus • 11 Joseph Westlund, ''The Orthodox Christian Framework of Marlowe's Faustus," Studies in English Literature, 3(1963), 201, doesn 1t even consider the sins as clowns, and he wonders why 11 sin should be pre-
sente·d in such uninspiring terms.'' But sin, especially to the true believer, is never "awe-inspiring" and indeed 
rematns "uninspiring.'' Faustus, however, seems ignorant of this knowledge. And as my paper and Goldfarb (p. 350) show, the nature or deadly sin isn't the only thing that Faustus has not learned. ''Faustus is completely unaware that he has possessed or will be possessed by each one of the mortal 
sins, and interpretive criticism has missed the complex irony which results from Faustus' lack of self-knowledge. 11 
67 Goldfarb, p. 358. 
68william. w. French., nDouble View in Doctor Faustus., 11 West Virginia University Philological Papers, 17(1969), 8. 
69From his continual boasting and his wish to become a god, Faustus ca~ be seen as a creature of excess. Excess is the hallmark of the deadly sins and acts as their common denominator. Faustus• excessive nature links him to the deadly sins so that "From beginning "t,o end their :parade is 
a parade of his mortal vices." (Goldfarb, p. 352). 
70see Goldfarb., p. 357. Also., Hawkins comments (p. 195): 11The significance of Faustus' participation in the scene is this: despite his involvement with the sins Faustus remains 
completely detached from them. He fails to identify -with a 
single one of the sins, and thus we have the irony of a man 
corrupted by the seven sins failing to recognize his cor-
ruptors. '' , 
-
71see Goldfarb, p. 351. 
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72For the following discussion on Faustus' relationship with the seven deadly sins I am greatly indebted to A. David Deery, "The Christian Theoloify of Damnation and Salvation in Marlowe's Doctor Faustus,· Unpublished Masters Thesis, Lehigh University, 1968. 
73see Roland M. Frye, "Marlowe's Faustus: The Repudia-tion of Humanity," South Atlantic Quarterly, 55(1956), 311-28. 
74since Faustus has already confessed to the Duke of Anhalt that he cannot raise the true bodies of the dead, we are to assume that the shades which pass over the stage are really demons who, for a time, have taken on the physical characteristics and likenesses of a dead human being. Faustus' Helen of Troy is, then, a succuba, a demon who has taken on the form ·or a woman in order to seduce a human male. w. w. Greg~, 11 The Damnation of Faustus," Modern Langua~e Review, 41(1946), 97-107 reprinted in Leech, pp. 92-107, asserts that "In making her [Helen] his paramour Faustus commits the sin of demonality, that is, bodily intercourse with demons" (p. 106) and that it is for this particular sin that Faustus is damned. I, however, disagree and hold that it is only Faustus' final despair, his ultimate rejection of hope in God's mercy and love, that damns him. T. w. Craik, 
"Faustus' Damnation Reconsidered," Renaissance Drama N. s. 2(1969), 189-96 agrees that Faustus loses his soul not for demonality but for his failure to repent and accept God's grace as disclosed in the speeches of the Old Man. 
75Hawkins, p. 209. 
6 . 
· 
7 Once a~ain, the problem of a collaborator is secondary. Cole (p. 208) states: "The comic scenes, whether written by Marlowe or another, bear that analogous pelationship to the serious line of action which was a characteiistic of the English stage from medieval times; fully in the tradition of the comedy of evil, they comment by implication on the nature of the serious moral problem in the major plot." 
77Knoll (p. 76) remarks: "The comedy of the clowns ••• keeps Faustus' actions in persp~ctive. Their actiqns con-stantly make us aware of the ludicrousness of Faustus' aspi-ration. These hill[).orous in~erl"ll~es cl.re not grat'lltious,. 
- -grafte-d-on·-second--thought1Jl5ut·--t-he-matically ·a:n:d-drauiatically necessary to the basic concept of the play ••• The -humorous episodes illustrate the limits of Faustus• nature.n 
78cole, p. 216. 
79cole, p. 217. 
56 
80M. M. Mahood, "Marlowe's Heroes," from Poetry and Humanism {London, 1950), pp. 54-86 partially reprinted in Rihner, p. 112 comments upon God's faithfulness. "In the 
opening speech, Faustus has turned from God; God has not turned from him. In the ensuing scenes we: are constantly made aware of the presence of a Divine Mercy which Faustus will not allow himself to trust." 
81catholic Dictionary, p. 218. 
82 
. The Old Man may be taking the part of a good neighbor . who comes to instrucft and exhort the dying, a familiar 
character of the ars moriendi {art of holy dying),tradition found in both medieval Catholic and Renaissance Catholic and Protestant thought. For a fuller explanation see Beach Langston, "Marlowe's 1faustus 1 and the 1ars moriendi' Tradi-tion," in A Tribute to Geor~e Coffin Taylor edited by Arnold Williams, Tchapel HiIT, Nor h Oarolina, 1952), pp. 148-67. 
83Lily B. Campbell, 11 'Doctor Faustus 1 : A Case_ of Conscience," PMLA, 47(1952), p. 219. 
84 Many literary critics have noted that throughout the play Faustus retains his freedom of choice. Poirier (p. 136) states: "Yet Marlowe allows Faustus the full enjoyment of his f~ee will ••• in the drama they [the devils] come only if the soul itself has already jeopardized its salvation. If any eternal influence makes itself felt, it is that of God, in the miraculous warnings given to Faustus when he is about to sign the treaty: his blood curdles, the words homo reit appear on his arm. Spurning those signs, Faustus ens to his doom. Afterwards he is at no time possessed of the Devil, which, of course would deprive him of all re-sponsibility. He continues to hea_r the voice of the G9od . Angel as well as that of the Bad. 11 Kocher (p. 108) implies that Faustus, the theologian, should have been aware not only of his free will, but also of the deceitful tactics of the Bad Angel when he·· writes: nFaustus has free will, free capacity to repent. It is his own fault that he does not, and so he goes to a condign doom. Thus the Good Angel begs him to believe that it is never too late for him to repent. If the Evil Angel.tells him that his chance is past, it is a lie designed to take away all hope and hence all power of action." Cole (p. 101) points out that the device of the Good and Bad Angels heightens the audience's impression of Faustus' freedom of will. "The Angels, in emphasizing the conflict between good and evil, bring the "issue to a heightened dramatic clarity, and reinforce the impression that not only does Faustus have the opportunity to choose between good and evil, but that the choice is his own and unconstrained • • ,, • the evil angel tempts by deceit, the 
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good angel protests by admonishment, but only man can make the decision." J.P. Brockbank, "The Damnation of Faustus," from Marlowe: Doctor Faustus, 1962 reprinted in Leech pp. 112-119 best sums up this freedom of the will idea 
saying: "To patient judgment it appears that Faustus• yielding to evil is voluntary." 
One notable exception to this critical view is Arieh Sachs, "The Religious Despair of Doctor Faustus," The Journal of English and Germanic Philology, 63(1964-r.;-625-47. Sachs sees the play from a totally Calvinist standpoint, viewing Faustus as doubly-predestinated by God and therefore devoid of free will and helpless in attaining salvation. 
8511The trouble with Faustus, then, is not that God with-holds from him the grace necessary to re·pentance but that he himself refuses to make a real effort to accept it when it is offered • • • 
86 
" 
'Accursed Faustus, miserable man, That from thy· soul excludist the grace of Heaven, And fliest the throne of his tribunal seatl'" {Kocher, p. 110) 
Kirschbaum, p. 235. 
87campbell point out (p. 231): "The attempt at suicide is so much a part of the sin of despair that it would be strange indeed if Faustus' despair had not reached its 
climax in the traditional manifestation." 
88Joseph T. McCullen, "Doctor Faustus an~ Renaissance Learning, 11 Modern· Language Review, 51(1956), 8. 
89McCullen, p. 14. ' 
90 St. Augustine, Confessions, vii. 12 quoted in Brockbank, p. 114. 
91st. Thomas Aquinas, Sunnna Theolo~ica, quoted in O'Brien, pp. 10-11. ..~ 
9211BeS1des, the regret he feels, caused only by the fear of hell which is to engulf him is not that perfect contri-tion thanks to which he might secure salvation." (Poirier., p. 142) 
. 
- · 
93 Nagarajan, p. 487 •. 
94Levin, p. 144. 
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95John c.,McCloskey, "The Theme of Despair in Marlowe's Faustus," College English, 4(1942), 101. 
96Poir1er (p. 140) reinforces this idea: "Fau~us• Christianity is in fact a Christianity without Christ, a 
religion founded upon the Old Testament. His God is not the Jesus of the Beatitudes but the Hebrew Jahweh, merciless in his just ice. 
97 Ornstein, p. 1383. 
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